Clusters, industrial parks and logistic centers - innovation instrument's of Cross-boarder cooperation
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Transcarpathia

Загальна кількість населення - 1245,0 тис. чол.
Площа - 12,8 тис. км²
Access to developed transport infrastructure
Успіх Словаччини: Індустріальні парки і кластери прикордоння

Industrial Zones and Clusters in Slovakia
Carpathian autoclaster: first steps.
Priority directions of innovative activity in Transcarpathian region

1. Ensuring effective management, the interests of local communities, a comprehensive infrastructure improvement and environmental sustainability in the projects of mountain tourism-recreation centers of Transcarpathian region (Dragobrat, Synyak, Polonya, Rivna, Borzhava) and the integrated use of thermal water

2. Formation a complex system the Carpathians water-power resources usage, taking into account flood measures envisaged program of cross-border cooperation between Ukraine and neighboring countries

3. Reconstruction of old and formation a new production capacities using agricultural raw materials to integrate with the European funding programs biofuel production

4. Creation a comprehensive system development and management of industrial centers of high technology-based industrial parks network with logistic centers in cooperation with their counterparts of the border regions.
Prospects of cross-border logistics-industrial cluster centered in Mukachevo
Allocation of cross-border logistics centers with elements of industrial parks on the border with the European Union
Logistics-industrial Parks on the Ukrainian-Hungarian border

- Chop (Ukraine): 106 hectares
- Zahony (Hungary)
- Beregovo (Ukraine): 16 hectares
- IP (Hungary): 20 hectares
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